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Adresse Strategic Materials 
16365 Park Ten Place, Suite 200 
Houston, TX 77084

Pays Etats Unis

Etat Texas

PRODUITS OU MACHINES
With locations across North America, Strategic Materials is strategically positioned to provide manufacturers and suppliers a single point of contact for
their recycled glass and plastic needs.

At Strategic Materials, we understand that quality is critical on both ends of our process. We were the first in our industry to implement an inbound and
outbound continuous measurement system to ensure a quality product.

Innovative processes support manufacturing demands

We regularly supply recycled glass to manufacturers of containers, fiberglass, highway beads, glass abrasives, decorative glass, glass fillers, and
other specialty glass. We are able to meet the diverse demands and high standards of each of these industries because of our innovative processes,
deep knowledge base and a culture that is focused on continuous improvement.  

Our relationship with our customers doesn’t stop with the shipment. We regularly work with our customers in the technical development of their
products. We want to help develop the use of recycled glass for a wide variety of products. It’s good for the environment and good for business. 

Advanced technology converts wide range of glass supply

Strategic Materials accepts a variety of glass types: bottle, plate, automotive, colored, pharmaceutical, soda lime, and borosilicate. If you have glass,
chances are Strategic Materials has the capability to process it and turn it into viable products. 

Bottle in cases
Gaylords
Bulk and single stream requiring color sorting
Plate in bulk
IG units
Windshields

We may be large but we are flexible enough to handle different incoming streams from our suppliers. We can also work with you to arrange freight in
van, dump or roll off.  In fact, we provide roll off containers to hundreds of sites across the US so that our suppliers can easily recycle their scrap
glass.  These sites range from large industrial manufacturers to fabrication sites to bar and restaurants.

Company Profile of Strategic Materials

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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